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REDUCING ENERGY DEMAND IN THE BUILDING STOCK BY 80% BY 2050 WILL SAVE MORE THAN 30% OF THE TOTAL ENERGY USE IN THE EU.

THE COMBINED ANNUAL ENERGY USE OF GERMANY AND ITALY

BRING THE ENERGY RENOVATION RATE TO 3% PER YEAR
The Renovate Europe Campaign

With the support of:

European Parliament - Brussels - 8th October 2019
The Exhibition

Demonstrates that our call is realistic
Provides inspiration for politicians and decision takers
Initiates an exchange of best practice
Will be transferred to our website where more will appear
The Exhibition – Key Numbers

All buildings types covered

23 Projects from 13 Member States

6 Incentive Programmes

Energy savings ranging from more than 100% (energy positive) to 25%

Energy savings overall from the exhibited projects is 68%
The Brief

Contains our message in an accessible format
Gives overview of why energy renovation is essential
Provides inspiration to all stakeholders
Acts a record of REDay2019 and its activities
Champions Together for Renovation

Before REDay2019:
28 MEPs and 3 Former MEPs from
14 Member States and 5 Groups

Now open to business and community leaders too!

Sign-up possible all week at the Renovate Europe Exhibition
Transfer to Official Opening of the Exhibition
This Building – 3rd Floor

Yamina Saheb – Keynote Address
Lead Author, Buildings Chapter, IPCC Report 6
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